3.15.2 Art & Design Paper 2 Practical (442/2)

Answer only ONE question from EITHER alternative A OR B.

ALTERNATIVE A: DRAWING OR PAINTING

You are instructed that the use of rulers, tracing paper and other mechanical devices is forbidden in this alternative.

EITHER

DRAWING

1. Create an imaginative composition on the theme ‘the first bicycle ride’.

   The composition should be within an area of 35 cm by 45 cm.

OR

PAINTING

2. Paint an imaginative composition of an elephant bathing its young one in a pool of muddy water.

   The composition should be in an area of 35 cm by 45 cm.

ALTERNATIVE B: GRAPHIC DESIGN

You are instructed that the use of rulers, tracing paper and other mechanical devices is allowed in this alternative. The colour of the working surface (paper) will not be considered as one of the colours required.

EITHER

3. Modella creations, a youth group fashion company dealing in African designs requires to market its merchandise.

   In three colours design the following for the company:

   (i) Carrier bag measuring 20 cm by 25 cm.

   (ii) Compliment slip measuring 9.9 cm by 21 cm.

   (iii) DVD case front panel insert measuring 12 cm by 12 cm.

OR

4. Your time in high school is coming to an end, appreciate your Art and design teacher by;

   Designing a beautiful personalised thank you card; showing the front and inside panels, each measuring 15 cm by 21 cm in four colours.